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Introduction to The FGP 
 

The EPPI – Enterprise Process Performance Improvement facilitator’s job is to ensure the quality and quantity 

of the work products produced by the various EPPI teams. For example, during the Analysis Team meeting 

and the Design Team meeting, the EPPI Process facilitator knows what the outputs will look like, what kind of 

data is to be captured, and what process steps will capture the data quickly and efficiently. The teams 

provide the inputs to the process and ensure a consensus regarding the data (or flag the areas of dispute). 

Facilitation accelerates the progress of the team in generating a specific set of data in a specific format. 

 

 

 

The EPPI Processes require a skillful facilitator to drive team processes and to conduct project Gate Review 

Meetings. Without good facilitation skills, the EPPI Processes just will not work smoothly, effectively, or 

efficiently. And yet the style of facilitation I’ve found to be most successful for the EPPI Processes is different 

than “traditional” facilitation.  

 

The key difference between the facilitation for the EPPI Processes for Process Improvement and most other 

types of group process facilitation is the amount of involvement and energy put forth by EPPI Process 

facilitators. EPPI Process facilitators are more proactive than reactive. They must guide the process from the 

driver’s seat and make things happen, rather than provide reflections from the back seat as the group 

meanders or drives itself. The facilitators are in control of the process that involves the group; they are not 

bystanders. 
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The style of facilitation required for the EPPI Processes is not the more typical laid-back style of “sideline 

process coaching.” It is proactive, deliberate, driven, and leading (where appropriate). In the EPPI Processes 

for Process Improvement, the facilitators own the process, while the team being facilitated owns the content. 

That’s why each party is on the payroll and in the room that particular day. 

The EPPI Process Facilitator 
The key attributes, values, knowledge, and skills required of the EPPI Process facilitator are similar to the 

skills required of many facilitators. For example, a EPPI Process facilitator must be a good communicator, able 

to: 

  

 Communicate well verbally 

 Listen well 

 Use the flip chart effectively 
 
The facilitator must be able to deal well with group dynamics. This means that he or she must be able to: 

 

 Negotiate smoothly and influence people 

 Work well with diverse groups of people 

 Handle group conflict 

 

The facilitator has to have good problem-solving abilities. This means being: 

  

 Persistent 

 Creative 

 A systems thinker 

 A conceptual thinker (versus literal) 

 A strategic thinker (versus tactical)  

 Able to suggest ideas 

 Able to create models 

 Able to work “bottom-up” 

 Able to work “top-down” 

 Able to deal with ambiguity 

 Able to interpret data 

 

And in addition, a good EPPI Process facilitator has a variety of other attributes, values, knowledge, and skills 

that come in handy. For example, the facilitator must be able to: 

 

 Be organized 

 Handle details well  

 Be decisive  

 Deal with technical or unfamiliar content 
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 Appreciate diversity in ideas, people, etc. 

 Appreciate the value of a common process, where appropriate 

 Appreciate process management 

 Flex processes without sacrificing results 

 Understand training logistics and administration  

 Exhibit competence in ISD skills 

 

There are other knowledge and skills required, but these seem to be key. 

 

The 2 Stages of EPPI 

 

 

The EPPI Processes to Facilitate 
At various times during the EPPI Processes, facilitated teams are involved in: 

  

 Planning activities 

 Analysis activities 

 Design activities 

 Development activities 
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 Debriefing activities 

 Project Steering Team Gate Review Meetings 

 

 

 

However, the specific EPPI Processes to be facilitated do not always occur in team meetings, although those 

are the most difficult facilitation applications for the EPPI practitioner. Meetings may also be one-on-one.  

 

Meetings include the following: 

 

 Initial meeting of the T&D requesters and other key stakeholders (individual meetings) 

 Project Steering Team Gate Review Meetings  

 Meetings needed to gather Analysis data (individual meetings) 

 Analysis Team meeting(s) (group meeting) 

 Facilitation of the assessment of the existing Process and Enabler Provisioning Systems 

(individual or group meetings) 

 Design Team meetings (group meeting) 

 Implementation Planning meeting (group meeting) 

 

The facilitation guidelines apply mainly to group meetings. Some may also be used in individual meetings. 

Guy Wallace’s Facilitation Tips  
 

I call these “The 12 Facilitation Tips” for the EPPI Processes for Enterprise Process Performance 

Improvement. They are:  

 

1. Go Slow to Go Fast. 

2. Be Declarative. 

3. Write Stuff and Post It. 

4. Be Redundant by Design. 

5. Use the Four Key Communications Behavior Types. 

6. Review and Preview. 

7. Write It Down and Then Discuss It. 

8. Use Humor. 

9. Control the Process and the Participants. 

10. Be Legible on the Flip Chart. 

11. Beware of Group-Think. 

12. Assign Parking Lot Valets. 

 

Each of these is covered in more detail in the following text.  

 

Read them. Use them.  
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1. Go Slow to Go Fast 
 

Yikes! Go slow to go fast? We’re almost always in a hurry and time is a wastin’. Patience grasshopper! 

 

Most time wasters in business meetings are due to the hurry up syndrome to which we typically let ourselves 

fall prey. “Just do it!” And then redo it. And, often enough to make us all dread meetings, redo it again! The 

iterative nature of rework should cause us to stop and ponder just what the heck is going on and how we can 

stop it! We seem to be able to always find the time to redo work in most of those instances where we just 

couldn’t seem to take the time to “do it right the first time.” (Don’t you just love/hate slogans!) 

 

We forget to front-end load our meetings, to allow time at the beginning of a meeting to do what needs to 

be done up-front. For example, we typically do a poor job in presenting, discussing, and rationalizing our 

ultimate objectives, our desired meeting outcomes, the meeting process and methods we intend to employ, 

and the roles and responsibilities for each person in the process, etc. We don’t carefully get everyone on 

board before we take off. And then we pay dearly in costly, inefficient work and the downstream rework.  

 

We seem to feel that because we (or someone else) said it once, and therefore the intent of the message 

was sufficiently conveyed, that we’re done with that and it’s time to do the deep dive and get on with it! 

Yikes is right. 
 

Slow down! Sloowww waaaaayyyyy doooowwwwnnnnnnnn. 
 

The slower you go in your meeting start-up mode, the quicker you’ll get to your termination point with the 

right stuff. The more time spent on ensuring that all of the participants―who each brought their own 

personalized styles and capabilities, thank you very much―get themselves mentally on board with your 

agenda and concede to it, the sooner your train will get to where it’s going. 
 

When I go slowly, it’s to do an orientation, cover the big picture, etc. In training we sometimes call this the 

“advance organizer.” Use it! Get everyone’s mental model closer to yours, or let them push back and then 

get yours closer to theirs. Once done you can “rocket and roll”―up to the next transition point that is, which 

is a new process or a new day. Then it’s slow down, take your time, and when the time is right, rocket and 

roll! 
 

To kick off a meeting, I like to cover the overall project purpose and objectives first―the terminal objective, if 

you will. I like to cover the specific meeting purpose and objectives next, and ensure that everyone sees the 

link between the two. The specific meeting purpose and objectives are enablers for the terminal objective 

and should be seen as such. Then if there are other meetings and processes that all fit into the big picture of 

the project (which almost always depends on its scope, etc.), I cover them also, so everyone sees what we 

will be doing and how it fits with everything else. Start looking into the participants’ eyes to look for clues 

and cues of understanding or confusion. 
 

If some other group or process is going to tackle other project steps and enablers, my group needs to 

understand the intent of the project’s plan: who’s on first, on second, and which group is up to bat, etc. I like 
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everyone to know not only what’s in our “box” but what’s outside our box. Clarify so that everyone can build 

their own mental model. 
 

All of this front-end preparation takes time. Go slow to go fast. You’ll be surprised at how fast you can 

actually go if you don’t have to keep slowing down to revisit topics and issues already covered.  
 

You’ll also need to slow down when you transition from one part of your meeting to the next; for example, 

going from performance modeling to knowledge/skill analysis. Again, explain how this next process fits. Look 

for the clues and cues in participants’ eyes and body language. Most importantly, ask participants whether 

they understand. If you don’t ask, they might not tell.  
 

At the start of a new day I do the same thing, go slow to go fast. I call these transitions “reviews and 

previews.” More on these later. 

2. Be Declarative 
 

The timid shall never inherit the master performer facilitator’s crown.  
 

Be strong. If your job is to facilitate a process to a certain set of outcomes, then declare yourself to the 

group. Tell them (assuming you are in charge of the meeting and the process and are responsible for 

assisting in getting the group outputs out) what’s what and who’s who. Describe the process and the 

products of your process. Declare your intentions! 

 

Tell the group what they will do, how you plan to get them there, which hoops you’ll collectively be jumping 

through, which ones are on fire, etc. Be declarative! Then, as you start and throughout your process, ask for 

feedback, because there may indeed be a better way, or what you want may already exist, etc.  

 

Do plenty of process checks. Ask, “So far, so good? Does this make any sense to you because even though it 

looks good to me, what do I know? I’m just the facilitator here.” 

 

Be declarative about wanting and demanding their feedback. After all, that is why they are on the payroll this 

day: to participate fully in the process. 

 

I tell ’em what I want, how I intend for us to go about doing it, and then I ask for their 

“questions/comments/concerns” in return. Heck, I beg for their feedback! I ask them to “shoot a warning 

shot across my bow” (a residue from my Navy days).  

 

I plead that they don’t let me drive us collectively down a blind alley on a dead-end street! I may have a plan 

and firmly declare my intentions, but I’m still open to the warnings of others. 

 

Hey, I’ve been burned before, and I have learned from it. I’ve learned to get group input and feedback. This 

concept is not new. It’s nothing more than lessons gleaned from project postmortems―where project 

managers realized that the people in their projects saw the bad news on the horizon long before it arrived 
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to screw up their projects. If only the project managers had asked earlier or had known whom to ask! Your 

project participants may see the problematic issues long before you see them. They may know that the light 

up ahead is not the end of the tunnel, but a freight train coming! 

 

Be declarative and see what happens. If not much happens, don’t assume that you are cool and okay. 

Double- and triple-check with the group. And look for those nonverbal clues and cues that something is 

amiss!  

 

WARNING! Sometimes you may come on so strong in your “facilitator declarative mode” that members of 

the group may feel a bit intimidated and unwilling to suggest things or challenge you. You must ensure that 

the group always feels as if they truly own the content and that you only own the process. 

 

This declarative stuff is a double-edged sword―it cuts both ways. Be careful! A skilled facilitator carefully 

maneuvers a group through a process using both strong and gentle pushes and pulls, all the while remaining 

focused on the desired outcomes. 

3. Write Stuff and Post It 
 

Regardless of whether it’s words, diagrams, or charts that can best capture the essence of the team 

conversation, just don’t stand around while people (including yourself) are talking. Write it or chart it on flip 

chart paper and make it visible! 

 

Put it in black and white (or color if that helps) so that everyone can see what it is that we’re discussing. Give 

them something to think about and react to.  

 

If you let participant input remain as nebulous thoughts floating about the room, you have not given others a 

chance to visualize, self-inspect, critique, and fix what it is they are talking about. 

 

Make it visual. Make it visible! Don’t bury it by flipping to a new clean page. Rip it off and post it! Keep 

everything visible.  

4. Be Redundant by Design 
 

All marketers know that for a message to penetrate the psyche of the receiver and convey the intent of the 

message, it will need to be repeated . . . and repeated . . . and repeated. 

 

Enough said? I don’t think so. If you’ve said it once, you’ll probably need to repeat it again. 

 

This becomes a problem for those who are quicker on the uptake. Just as group-paced, traditional training is 

usually held hostage by the slowest in the group, so too are meetings. Those who get it quicker will get 

irritated with you for thinking they didn’t get it sooner. This is tricky. 
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Who do you play to: the quick or the slow? I play to the slow. If I sense that some individuals are getting 

annoyed with me for this, I talk with them on break and enlist them in my efforts to get everyone else on 

board. They are usually way cool with it, because they’re in on it and know that I know it’s not them! (I told 

you this was tricky!)  

 

Usually they will step in during my next bout of “redundantitis,” and help me explain my point. Often they 

have better command of the group’s language and jargon and can provide better examples, non-

examples, and analogies that may actually cause the cognitive breakthrough I was struggling to create. 

The whole group breathes a collective sigh of relief when they all get it or know that everyone else has 

finally gotten it and that I will quit beating them over the head with it.  

 

I could let my own ego get in the way and not create the tension that redundancy by design causes by 

saying it once and moving on. But having been burned by that, I have learned to face the short-term 

wrath of the group in order to ensure that the train is moving ahead with everyone on board.  

 

Also, some of your clients may feel that since they get it (they are often in our same business and naturally 

want and try to get it ASAP), everyone else must have, too. They may make the mistake of thinking that your 

redundancy is no longer tolerable because they see the quicker “learners” of the group squirming. But they 

aren’t often in a position to read the clues and cues in everyone’s eyes as you are from center stage. 

Balancing the clients’ needs to keep the group happy and see progress without getting impatient can be 

tricky.  

 

You’ll need to determine when it’s safest to proceed―when you can leave someone behind conceptually. 

When will it do little or great damage to your next steps? Will it cause problems in these next steps, will it 

cause rework, will it cause greater frustration in the rest of the group, will it then destroy any group 

“teamness” that may be starting to form? Tricky, eh? 

 

5. Use the Four Key Communications Behavior Types 
 

The single most powerful insight I have gained in my evolution as a facilitator was from my exposure to a 

“communications behavioral model” from a “Win-Win Negotiating” course and a “SPIN®” sales training 

course from Huthwaite, Inc. I feel most fortunate to have been involved in those courses in 1981 while I was 

at Motorola Training & Education Center (MTEC―the forerunner of Motorola University). 

 

The model identifies four key verbal communications behaviors. I almost always categorize my verbal 

expressions into these four, even as I say them. And I typically “see” others’ verbal expressions falling into 

these categories, even as they speak! 
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The four communications types are: 

 

1. Giving Information 

2. Seeking Information 

3. Testing Understanding/Summarizing 

4. Defend/Attack 

Giving Information 
The “giving information” communications behavior is straightforward and important. When facilitating EPPI 

Processes, giving information is the place to begin. Generally, you may need to first give some information 

before you “find things out,” but you should soon be shifting gears into the next type. 

Seeking Information 
The “seeking information” communications behavior also is simple. It’s typically in question form, either 

open-ended or closed-ended, depending on what you’re trying to accomplish. 

 

Knowing how you balance these first two types of communications behaviors is important in assessing your 

success and failure as a communicator, but nothing beats the next communication behaviors. 

Testing Understanding/Summarizing 
The “testing understanding/summarizing” is actually a combination of two behaviors, but I often combine 

them to simplify their use. However, they are different.  

 

Testing understanding is making statements or asking questions for the purpose of testing what you think 

you’ve just heard or what you think you know. Most of us know this as a form of “active listening.”  

 

One of the best ways to test understanding is to paraphrase what was said. Putting it into another set of 

words, rather than simply parroting it back just as you heard it, allows the sender to better check your 

receipt of their message. If you parrot it back, all we know is that you remember the words. The further your 

paraphrasing takes the original words away from the words you use, the easier it is to test for understanding. 

 

It is also best to be somewhat declarative of what you’re doing when you test understanding. I often 

announce, “I am testing here” and then make a statement or ask a question. Then listen for the response, 

and always read the clues and cues of nonverbal facial and body language. You can also say, “Let me see if 

I’ve got this. You’re saying that x, y, and then z. Is that right?” Work on your own set of phrases to test 

understanding. Play with it! 
 

The second part of this behavior is summarizing. Again, it’s best to provide your own clues and cues to your 

group. Say, “Let me try to summarize this,” and then do it. If your words stray from the original (but not too 

far), then it’s easier for the group to react. 
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Summarizing is very much like testing understanding, just done in a different mode. You are looking for 

feedback from the group that you are either right on, just off, or way off. Again, don’t let your ego get in the 

way! I tell groups, “As a facilitator, I can’t be afraid to be wrong because it’ll slow us down. In fact, I’m often 

wrong. So get used to it! Your job here today is also to correct me and keep me on the straight and narrow 

path!” 
 

Testing understanding and summarizing are critical to ensure that we understand the meanings behind the 

words that others are using. As a colleague of mine once remarked: “It not just semantics, it’s always 

semantics!” 
 

Testing understanding and summarizing helps us receivers comprehend the intent of the message sender. 

Testing understanding can be a very powerful tool for a facilitator. (Of course, Socrates used this technique 

way back when, so be careful! Watch out for hemlock.) 

Defend/Attack 
The “Defend/Attack” behavior is also a combination. Defending is typically in response to a real or perceived 

attack. No matter how it starts, it usually degenerates into a defend/attack spiral that won’t end until 

someone interrupts the spiral. The best interruption is to test understanding and summarize―something on 

the order of, “So you’re saying that this proactive facilitator stuff is just a bunch of hooey, and that the 

author must be a real jerk to perpetuate this garbage by committing it to paper and then disseminating it to 

the public?”  
 

Usually a short string of tests and summaries are sufficient to defuse the situation and end a defend/attack 

spiral. All that the irate usually want is to be heard (and understood). Get the conversation back to more 

civilized ground and reduce the heat.  
 

In my mind, the power of testing understanding and summarizing cannot be underestimated. Try it yourself. 

Try it on the kids. Try it with your significant other. (But stay away from gang fights!) 

Using the Four Key Communications Behavior Types 
Once I learned the four communications behavior types, I began to “see” all of my own verbal utterings as 

falling into one of the four categories.  
 

I learned to first give information, maybe a little or a bunch, and then to soon test understanding. Do they 

get it? For example, “I want us to list all of the outputs for this Area of Performance and then identify all of 

the key measures of performance for each. Are we all clear on what I mean by performance outputs?”  

 

Or, “We need to identify the typical performance gaps, if any, for this output.”  

 

Or, in response to the group’s input, I test understanding for my benefit. “So the typical gap is that they are 

almost always late in turning in the monthly report?” 
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I also test understanding in response to their statements. “Let me test this out. You’re saying that there are 

indeed typical gaps, but they don’t sync up with any of the key measures we have currently listed.” 

 

I learned to seek information and then summarize. “What gap do you think there is, and what key output 

measure would reflect that gap?” I would respond to their response with, “So we seem to be saying that it 

would be both a time to complete as well as a timeliness measure.” 

 

I learned that the best way to break a defend/attack spiral is to first test understanding/summarize and then 

either give information or seek information. “So you think that global T&D dropped the ball and didn’t get 

the vendor into the effort soon enough, driving up your costs due to all of the overtime that was incurred 

trying to catch up?” 

 

I learned that the more I test understanding and summarize the more it benefits the group, because they are 

sometimes hesitant to appear stupid. Again, I can’t afford to let my own ego get in the way of potentially 

appearing stupid, slow, etc. I’ve learned that the really smart people in the room will quickly figure me out 

and that I won’t appear stupid at all, no matter how hard I might appear to be trying with all of this testing 

understanding behavior. 

 

This is great stuff. It made me more comfortable to have these communication behavioral tools at my 

disposal when I first started, and I believe it has made a big difference in my approach and style. It has made 

me a much better facilitator. 

6. Review and Preview 
 

I start with a “review/preview” at the beginning of every new day of a multiday meeting, at any midmeeting 

process change, and at the return from every meeting break. Some might call it a progress check. “How are 

we doing, is everyone comfortable with what we have captured, etc.?” 

 

I do that within the context of “where have we been, and where are we going.” I like to think of it as 

“recalibrating” the group. They are often simply along for the ride, and they are not that interested in 

learning the process we are using, so they often forget the process (often to the facilitator’s amazement). But 

hey, this is our world―this facilitation stuff―not theirs. So I need a way to remind them continuously of 

what we are doing and where we are going and how it all fits together. 

 

Participants may do very well in responding to our prompts, giving us their feedback when asked. But do not 

be fooled into believing that after one, two, or even three days they will remember exactly how and why we 

did each step of our process.  

 

Our model for capturing and analyzing data is probably somewhat alien to them. It’s often very different 

from their own mental model of how we facilitators should be doing our job. They often play along with us 

without completely giving up their mental model. They may still be quite comfortable with theirs and not 

with the new one just emerging.  
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I find that groups often revert midstream to something else (I often know not what), and I need to 

recalibrate the group to the process we are using. In fact, I try to do it before it really becomes apparent that 

it is needed (by looking for those cues and clues!). Reviewing and previewing gives us a chance to recalibrate 

the group, re-establish the models and terms, and just as importantly, give the group a place to blow off any 

steam or frustrations that may exist.  

 

Blowing off steam is critical. If the group needs an outlet, they’ll either do it on your schedule or when, in the 

immortal words of Popeye, “They can’t stands it no more.” You should have seen it coming, in the clues and 

cues for which you are constantly looking. The reviews and previews are a safety outlet designed in to my 

process checks.  

 

“Please do it now and be less disruptive to the main process,” I think. The reviews/previews are the time and 

place for blowing off steam and airing any and all frustrations. Remember, it’s either done on your schedule 

or theirs. You can try to stop it, but I bet you often won’t be able to stop it at all. You may only make it worse. 

You may be able to control this to your advantage, but only if you try. It is often (but not always) yours to 

control. 

 

Think of this “review/preview” as a combination of: 

  

 Slowing down temporarily in order to go fast again 

 Being declarative 

 Redundancy by design 

 A progress/process check 

 

Don’t be afraid to do this several times a day and at the beginning and ending of each day. The review should 

cover our project purpose, meeting purpose, outputs/outcomes so far, and feedback and inputs. The preview 

covers where we are, where we are going, how we’re progressing against the clock (are we on schedule or 

not?), and how the remaining agenda items fit into the overall scheme of things. 

7. Write It Down and then Discuss It 
 

One of my first rules or guidelines to new facilitators is: Write down the first thing that someone says! 

 

Turn words floating in the air into something black and white (depending, of course, on your paper and pen 

color). This almost always forces a reaction from the remaining members of the group you are facilitating.  

 

I always tell the group that this is exactly what I’m going to do. If someone will be so brave as to volunteer a 

response to my question or statement, I’ll write it down to prompt their reaction. Either it stays, or someone 

takes exception to it and the group dialogue begins. Do we have a consensus or not? Until I write it down, I’m 

not always sure. It’s the reaction of the group, verbally or nonverbally (those clues and cues again), that tell 

me.  
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I tell the group that today they are on the payroll to provide the inputs according to my process. They should 

all be okay with not being in total agreement, and they must be okay with questioning and challenging each 

other. We are usually in a hurry and need to accomplish plenty, and time is a wastin’. The best way to keep 

the process moving is to seek what you’re looking for, write down the first response, and then ask for group 

confirmation, questions, comments, and concerns. 

 

If the facilitator asks and then does nothing with the response, he or she seems to be waiting for the correct 

answer. That tends to inhibit the free flow of responses that you may be seeking. I always write the response 

down, unless it is so wrong that I don’t want to overly embarrass the individual who volunteered the wrong 

stuff. Then I rephrase my question so drastically, or shift gears and go into something that I may have 

forgotten, and then ask again usually with an example or two of what I’m looking for.  

 

Of course some may know exactly what I’ve done and will usually appreciate it. They bet that if they make a 

similar faux pas, I’ll help save their face, too. This fear-reduction technique is especially important when the 

group being facilitated is not totally comfortable with each other. 

 

Again, this is not passive facilitation, which might be the appropriate route to take for your assignment. This 

is aggressive, confrontational, proactive facilitation. This is the quickest route to getting the most data out of 

a group process. You need to decide the appropriateness of this method for your needs and for your 

personality style. (Again, it always depends. Sorry.) 

8. Use Humor 
 

Humor, done right, sets the stage. The message sent by humor (and which can also be said out loud in a 

declarative fashion) is that while our goal is serious, let’s not take ourselves too seriously. Let’s loosen up a 

bit. 

 

Self-deprecating humor is best. It offends no one, because you (the facilitator) are the butt of most of it.  

 

Use of yourself as the “bozo on the bus” is effective because you can make points and laugh at yourself. And 

if you later inadvertently make someone else the butt of your jokes or points, you can recover by turning it 

back on yourself. For example:  “Oh, that was smart . . . I guess you’re joining me in the duh-uh club. Hey, but 

I’m still president.” 

 

When providing examples and non-examples, use yourself as the non-example and others in the room as the 

example. “Pete is competent and will get the training, and if he does well, he’ll get the raise. Guy is still 

screwing up, and if the training doesn’t take hold or he doesn’t use what he learns, he’s outta here!” 

 

Don’t use off-color humor, sexist, racist, age-ist, or any non-PC (politically correct) humor. Make sure the butt 

of your jokes is most often you. Who could complain? 
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After establishing myself as the biggest bozo on the bus, I often include others in my other 

jokes/wisecracks―but only if I am darn sure that they’ll be okay with it, for example because they have 

started picking on me (in fun of course), or they have made fun of themselves in some way. Again, this is 

tricky and you’ve got to be sure of what you’re doing.  

 

If humor doesn’t come naturally to you, try this first at your next family outing before you attempt to foist 

any humor on a group or team you are asked to facilitate. See what kind of reaction you get (from people 

who know you and love you much better than this possible group of strangers who won’t be quite sure 

where you’re coming from). 

 

9. Control the Process and the Participants 
 

The facilitator can never let one individual, or a small group within the larger group, dominate the meeting. 
 

The best thing to do if this begins to happen to you is to thank the person for their input and then ask 

someone else for theirs. Then shift your style to aim specific questions at specific individuals. “Bob, what do 

you think the next set of tasks are for this output?” 
 

Take the offenders aside at the next break and explain that you need a balance of inputs to ensure a 

consensus is forming. While you appreciate their contributions, you hope they understand what you’re 

doing. Usually they get the message and back off. Maybe they’ll need another reminder or two. Sometimes 

none of these tactics work. 
 

It is rare, but I have “disinvited” participants from my meetings. That means I’ve been at the point that their 

participation was so dysfunctional that I asked them to leave. When they resisted, I suggested that I would 

call their boss to insist that they be requested to return to the office. That’s when they either drastically 

changed their behavior, or they left. I had no choice. They were so disruptive that they were wasting the time 

and productivity of everyone else. 
 

Of course, I’d given the disruptive participants plenty of warning. Prior to dismissing them, I had taken them 

aside during a specially called break and warned them of my next move (which would be insisting that they 

depart the process). Prior to that I had taken them aside during a regular break to discuss their participation 

style and the effect on the group and our progress. Prior to that I had tried to manage their behavior during 

the meeting by asking out loud that they let others participate more. Prior to that I had tried to get the group 

to help me self-manage the problem participant by asking for their opinions in response to the one 

individual’s points.  
 

I had exhausted all possibilities. I had tried, I was done, and so were they. 
 

When push comes to shove, I have to shove back. I am the person that the group looks to to control the 

process and continue our progress. I can’t blame their hesitancy to act. Otherwise, I am allowing someone 

(or more than one person) to waste all of our collective time and energies. Don’t let this happen to you. Take 

charge, take action. It isn’t pleasant, but it is the job of the facilitator―at least in my view of the role of the 

proactive facilitator. 
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10. Be Legible on the Flip Chart  
 

Another of my favorite rules is:  “Neatness does not count; legibility does.” 
 

Maybe it just suits my personality best, being somewhat messy. Those who know me usually think 

differently. I’m a very structured person―I love structure and hate chaos. But once I get on a roll with the 

group, or more importantly, once they get on a roll, I don’t take a lot of time to write down their inputs so 

carefully that I slow them down. I try to write fast. 
 

In fact, I write so fast and furiously that I have to make sure I don’t violate the legibility rule that means so 

much to whomever has to word-process my work afterward. Even when I have word-processed my charts 

later, I have found that I was not always able to recall what the words were in my attempt to clean up my 

own mess.  
 

So if you can’t do both, at least be legible if not always neat! 

 

11. Beware of Group-Think  
 

Group-think is a danger. It is usually caused by one or more variables: 

 

 A single dominant participant who intimidates everyone else, such as a high-level manager to 

whom most everyone else in the room reports 

 Multiple dominant participants who are aligned 

 A docile, lazy group easily dominated and that doesn’t want to work too hard 

 A group of timid participants, unsure of themselves, and afraid of going against the grain of the 

stronger personalities 

 

The key cause could be poor selection of the group members for the meeting. This is sometimes avoidable 

and sometimes is not. 

 

It is more likely that group-think is caused by a facilitator who has lost control of the process and has let 

someone else facilitate from the other side of the U-shaped tables. Bad. Bad. Bad. 

 

When I feel that group-think is happening, I stop the process and confront the group. I ask them to go over 

their last inputs and give me their personal rationale for their decisions. I tell them (being declarative of 

course) of my concern and ask them to speak for themselves. Then I back up and go over the last inputs very 

slowly, and reconfirm their responses and their rationale. If that doesn’t stop it, maybe nothing will, unless 

we change the entire nature of the group process. It may be avoided initially by making sure that the folks 

chosen for the group effort are strong enough to not fall into the group-think trap. 
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12. Assign Parking Lot Valets 
 

In a very structured process, it’s a good idea to use a “parking lot” for issues that may not be timely. Post a 

flip chart on the wall and write “Issue Parking Lot” or something similar on the top, and then add things that 

are premature, that we don’t intend to address in the meeting, or that we don’t want to forget. At the end of 

the meeting, or sooner as appropriate, address them and close them out. Those that remain open will have 

to be addressed and resolved some other time and some other way. 

 

I usually have two parking lots, one for open issues and one for closed issues, so everyone can see progress in 

addressing those that can be addressed in our meeting. 

 

But I hate being the parking valet! It seems that I spend so much time parking everyone’s issues that I run 

myself ragged from one flip chart to another. So I’ve hit on this device―an improvement if you will. We hand 

out “stickies” and ask everyone to jot down their own issues and self-park them. Then at every 

review/preview checkpoint, we review what’s new in the open parking lot, and we take the time to see what 

can be parked in the other lot. 

 

Try it. It gets your group more involved, makes them articulate their issues themselves, and gets them out of 

their seats on occasion, which may be the most beneficial aspect of the self-parking lot concept. 

 
Other Tools for Your Toolkit 
I’ve covered many of the facilitation styles and skills required for conducting EPPI Process team meetings. But 

being a successful facilitator requires other knowledge and skills. Some of those include having a command 

of the following mini-processes, often used within larger processes and sometimes used by themselves. The 

ones that I’ve found key for my repertoire include: 

 

 Process modeling or mapping 

 Systematic problem solving 

 Systematic root cause analysis 

 Systematic decision-making 

 Systematic thinking in general 

 

Other key knowledge and skills of a successful facilitator can include general knowledge about how 

businesses organize, operate, and keep score. This includes general business knowledge on the various 

functions and organizational structures typical of a modern business. For example, somebody has to think 

up a product, somebody has to design and then produce it, and somebody has to process the money 

transactions and keep the books. In the meantime, others are planning it, hopefully strategically, and 

continually monitoring it and readjusting the processes and resources as needed. Knowledge of how 

businesses are organized might center around the following functions: 
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 R&D 

 Marketing 

 Merchandising 

 Engineering 

 Manufacturing 

 Materials 

 Purchasing 

 Sales 

 Distribution 

 Service 

 Finance 

 Human resources 

 Legal 

 Public affairs 

 Customer 

satisfaction 

measurement 

 Business financial 

knowledge 

 Income statements 

 Balance sheets 

 Cash flow 

 

Of course, there are many other ways to organize a picture of the business of business. So pick or create one 

that works for you and your assignment. 

So You Want to Facilitate? 
 

The EPPI approach to group facilitation is not always the right approach anytime facilitation is required. You 

must first determine the situational lay of the land and then decide if you should be proactive (even 

confrontational, if required) or reactive and more laid back in your approach with the group. 

 

There are many judgment calls required by the EPPI Process facilitator. Thinking on your feet is just one of 

the “all-day-long” requirements. 

 

In determining which style to use, take into account group dynamics, organizational politics and culture, the 

specific topics or situations you are dealing with in the group meeting, and the outputs for which you are 

striving.  

 

Of course, then there are the meetings where you plan to start off one way and then are forced to switch 

back and forth in your behaviors. You do what you need to, exactly to the plan you proactively created, or 

not. Tricky, eh? It’s a jungle out there! 

 

I’ve told you my 12 Facilitation Tips for the EPPI Processes for Enterprise Process Performance Improvement.  

 

Those rules and guidelines work for other applications too numerous to name here. If you will be facilitating 

Process Improvement or Instructional Systems Design project meetings, I highly recommend that you 

become intimate with these rules, incorporate them into your behaviors, and seek feedback for self-

corrections.  

 

Expand your knowledge/skills on the other tools and knowledge presented earlier, and deepen your 

credibility with an understanding of the workings of business and how score is kept. After all, you can’t play 

the game of business, or any game, if you don’t know how score is kept. 

 

Good luck and good facilitating! 

# # # 


